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MAIN IDEA WHY IT MATTERS NOW TERMS & NAMES

ECONOMICS The colonization
of the Americas introduced new
items into the Eastern and
Western hemispheres.

This global exchange of goods
permanently changed Europe,
Asia, Africa, and the Americas.

• Columbian
Exchange

• capitalism
• joint-stock

company

• mercantilism
• favorable

balance of
trade

4

SETTING THE STAGE The colonization of the Americas dramatically changed
the world. It prompted both voluntary and forced migration of millions of peo-
ple. It led to the establishment of new and powerful societies. Other effects of
European settlement of the Americas were less noticeable but equally important.
Colonization resulted in the exchange of new items that greatly influenced the
lives of people throughout the world. The new wealth from the Americas resulted
in new business and trade practices in Europe.

The Columbian Exchange
The global transfer of foods, plants, and animals during the colonization of the
Americas is known as the Columbian Exchange. Ships from the Americas
brought back a wide array of items that Europeans, Asians, and Africans had
never before seen. They included such plants as tomatoes, squash, pineapples,
tobacco, and cacao beans (for chocolate). And they included animals such as the
turkey, which became a source of food in the Eastern Hemisphere.

Perhaps the most important items to travel from the Americas to the rest of the
world were corn and potatoes. Both were inexpensive to grow and nutritious.
Potatoes, especially, supplied many essential vitamins and minerals. Over time,
both crops became an important and steady part of diets throughout the world.
These foods helped people live longer. Thus they played a significant role in
boosting the world’s population. The planting of the first white potato in Ireland
and the first sweet potato in China probably changed more lives than the deeds
of 100 kings.

Traffic across the Atlantic did not flow in just one direction, however.
Europeans introduced various livestock animals into the Americas. These
included horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs. Foods from Africa (including some that
originated in Asia) migrated west in European ships. They included bananas,
black-eyed peas, and yams. Grains introduced to the Americas included wheat,
rice, barley, and oats.

Some aspects of the Columbian Exchange had a tragic impact on many Native
Americans. Disease was just as much a part of the Columbian Exchange as
goods and food. The diseases Europeans brought with them, which included
smallpox and measles, led to the deaths of millions of Native Americans. 

The Columbian Exchange and
Global Trade

Recognizing Effects Use
a chart to record
information about the
Columbian Exchange.

TAKING NOTES

Food/
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Smallpox
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572 Chapter 20

AMERICAS TO EUROPE, AFRICA, AND ASIA

EUROPE, AFRICA, AND ASIA TO AMERICAS

E U R O P E

A F R I C A

 N O R T H
A M E R I C A

A T L A N T I C  O C E A N

Squash

Quinine

Tomato 

Peppers       

Turkey      

Pumpkin

Avocado

Beans

CornPeanut Potato

Vanilla 

Livestock
•  Cattle
•  Sheep
•  Pig
•  HorseGrains

•  Wheat
•  Rice
•  Barley
•  Oats

Disease
•  Smallpox
•  Influenza
•  Typhus
•  Measles
•  Malaria
•  Diphtheria
•  Whooping 
   Cough

Tobacco

Honeybee

Sugar Cane
Citrus Fruits

Turnip

Banana

Olive

Onion Peach, Pear
Coffee Bean

Grape

Cassava

Cacao Bean
Sweet Potato

Pineapple

1. Forming Opinions Have students
work in small groups to pose 
and answer questions about the
beneficial and harmful aspects 
of the Columbian Exchange. 

See Skillbuilder Handbook, page R20.

2. Comparing and Contrasting Find out
what major items are exchanged or
traded between the United States and
either Asia, Africa, or Europe. How do
the items compare with those of the
Columbian Exchange? Report your
findings to the class.

The Columbian Exchange
Few events transformed the world like the Columbian Exchange. This
global transfer of plants, animals, disease, and especially food brought
together the Eastern and Western hemispheres and touched, in some
way, nearly all the peoples of the world.

“The culinary life we owe
Columbus is a progressive
dinner in which the whole
human race takes part but
no one need leave home to
sample all the courses.”

Raymond Sokolov

The Columbian Exchange

Frightening Foods
Several foods from the Americas that we now take for granted at first amazed
and terrified Europeans. Early on, people thought the tomato was harmful to eat.
One German official warned that the tomato “should not be taken internally.” In
1619, officials in Burgundy, France, banned potatoes, explaining that “too
frequent use of them caused the leprosy.” In 1774, starving peasants in Prussia
refused to eat the spud.

Patterns of Interaction
The Geography of Food: The Impact of Potatoes and Sugar

Think about your favorite foods. Chances are that at least one originated in a
distant land. Throughout history, the introduction of new foods into a region
has dramatically changed lives—for better and worse. Dependence on the
potato, for example, led to a famine in Ireland. This prompted a massive
migration of Irish people to other countries. In the Americas, the introduction
of sugar led to riches for some and enslavement for many others.



A Spanish missionary in Mexico described the effects of
smallpox on the Aztecs:

P R I M A R Y  S O U R C E
There was a great havoc. Very many died of it. They could not
walk. . . . They could not move; they could not stir; they could
not change position, nor lie on one side; nor face down, nor
on their backs. And if they stirred, much did they cry out. 
Great was its destruction.

BERNARDINO DE SAHAGUN, quoted in Seeds of Change

Other diseases Europeans brought with them included
influenza, typhus, malaria, and diphtheria. 

Global Trade
The establishment of colonial empires in the Americas influ-
enced the nations of Europe in still other ways. New wealth
from the Americas was coupled with a dramatic growth in
overseas trade. The two factors together prompted a wave of
new business and trade practices in Europe during the 16th
and 17th centuries. These practices, many of which served as
the root of today’s financial dealings, dramatically changed
the economic atmosphere of Europe.

The Rise of Capitalism One aspect of the European eco-
nomic revolution was the growth of capitalism.
Capitalism is an economic system based on private owner-
ship and the investment of resources, such as money, for
profit. No longer were governments the sole owners of
great wealth. Due to overseas colonization and trade,
numerous merchants had obtained great wealth. These
merchants continued to invest their money in trade and
overseas exploration. Profits from these investments
enabled merchants and traders to reinvest even more
money in other enterprises. As a result, businesses across
Europe grew and flourished. 

The increase in economic activity in Europe led to an
overall increase in many nations’ money supply. This in
turn brought on inflation, or the steady rise in the price of
goods. Inflation occurs when people have more money to
spend and thus demand more goods and services. Because
the supply of goods is less than the demand for them, the
goods become both scarce and more valuable. Prices then
rise. At this time in Europe, the costs of many goods rose.
Spain, for example, endured a crushing bout of inflation
during the 1600s, as boatloads of gold and silver from the
Americas greatly increased the nation’s money supply.

Joint-Stock Companies Another business venture that
developed during this period was known as the joint-stock
company. The joint-stock company worked much like the
modern-day corporation, with investors buying shares of
stock in a company. It involved a number of people com-
bining their wealth for a common purpose.

Making
Inferences

Why is the
Columbian
Exchange consid-
ered a significant
event?

1492 (Europeans) 

Columbus embarks 
on voyage. 

1511 (Africans) 

Africans begin working  
as slaves in the Americas. 

1521 (Americans) 

The Aztec Empire in 
Mexico is conquered 
by Hernando Cortés. 

1533 (Americans) 

The Inca Empire in 
South America falls 
to Francisco Pizarro. 

1630 (Europeans) 

Puritans establish the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony 
in North America. 

1650 (Africans) 

The number of Africans 
toiling in Spanish America 
reaches 300,000. 

1675 (Americans) 

Native Americans 
battle colonists in 
King Philip’s War. 

15
00

15
50

16
00

16
50

17
00

Three Worlds Meet,  
1492–1700
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574 Chapter 20

In Europe during the 1500s and 1600s, that common purpose was American
colonization. It took large amounts of money to establish overseas colonies.
Moreover, while profits may have been great, so were risks. Many ships, for
instance, never completed the long and dangerous ocean voyage. Because joint-
stock companies involved numerous investors, the individual members paid only a
fraction of the total colonization cost. If the colony failed, investors lost only their
small share. If the colony thrived, the investors shared in the profits. It was a joint-
stock company that was responsible for establishing Jamestown, England’s first
North American colony. 

The Growth of Mercantilism
During this time, the nations of Europe adopted a new economic policy known as
mercantilism. The theory of mercantilism (shown above) held that a country’s
power depended mainly on its wealth. Wealth, after all, allowed nations to build
strong navies and purchase vital goods. As a result, the goal of every nation became
the attainment of as much wealth as possible.

Making
Inferences

Why would a
joint-stock company
be popular with
investors in over-
seas colonies?

England wants gold.
1

England establishes 
a colony: America.

2

America does not 
have gold, but can 
produce cotton.

3

England buys cotton 
cheap and does not 
allow America to 
produce cloth.

4

England sells finish- 
ed cloth to America, 
and to England’s  
rival, France.

5

England gets  
gold and depletes 
France’s gold 
reserves.

6

SKILLBUILDER: Interpreting Charts
Identifying Problems and Solutions Under the 
mercantilism model, how might France try to acquire 
gold and become more powerful than England?

Mercantilism
As you have read, mercantilism was an economic theory practiced in 
Europe from the 16th to the 18th centuries. Economists of the period 
believed that a country’s power came from its wealth. Thus, a country 
would do everything possible to acquire more gold, preferably at the 
expense of its rivals. A mercantilist country primarily sought gold in 
two ways: establishing and exploiting colonies, and establishing a 
favorable balance of trade with a rival country. In the example to the 
right, England is the home country, America is England’s colony, and 
France is England’s rival.
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TERMS & NAMES 1. For each term or name, write a sentence explaining its significance. 
• Columbian Exchange • capitalism • joint-stock company • mercantilism • favorable balance of trade

USING YOUR NOTES
2. Which effect do you think had

the greatest impact on history?

MAIN IDEAS
3. What were some of the food

items that traveled from the
Americas to the rest of the
world?

4. What food and livestock from
the rest of the world traveled
to the Americas? 

5. What were some of the effects
on European society of the
economic revolution that took
place in the 16th and 17th
centuries?

SECTION ASSESSMENT4

MAKING A POSTER

Research one crop that developed in the Americas (such as corn or potatoes) and its impact
on the world today. Show your findings in a poster.

CRITICAL THINKING & WRITING
6. MAKING INFERENCES Why were colonies considered so

important to the nations of Europe? 

7. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS Why might establishing
overseas colonies have justified high profits for those
who financed the colonies?

8. COMPARING What were some of the positive and
negative consequences of the Columbian Exchange?

9. WRITING ACTIVITY Do you think the
economic changes in Europe during the era of American
colonization qualify as a revolution? Why or why not?
Support your opinions in a two-paragraph essay.

ECONOMICS

Summarizing
What role did

colonies play in
mercantilism?

Food/

Livestock/

Disease

Potato

Horse

Smallpox

Place

of 

Origin

Effect

CONNECT TO TODAY

Balance of Trade According to the theory of mercantilism, a nation could
increase its wealth and power in two ways. First, it could obtain as much gold and
silver as possible. Second, it could establish a favorable balance of trade, in
which it sold more goods than it bought. A nation’s ultimate goal under mercantil-
ism was to become self-sufficient, not dependent on other countries for goods. An
English author of the time wrote about the new economic idea of mercantilism:

P R I M A R Y  S O U R C E
Although a Kingdom may be enriched by gifts received, or by purchases taken from
some other Nations . . . these are things uncertain and of small consideration when they
happen. The ordinary means therefore to increase our wealth and treasure is by Foreign
Trade, wherein we must ever observe this rule: to sell more to strangers yearly than we
consume of theirs in value.

THOMAS MUN, quoted in World Civilizations 

Mercantilism went hand in hand with colonization, for colonies played a vital role
in this new economic practice. Aside from providing silver and gold, colonies pro-
vided raw materials that could not be found in the home country, such as wood or
furs. In addition to playing the role of supplier, the colonies also provided a market.
The home country could sell its goods to its colonies.

Economic Revolution Changes European Society The economic changes that
swept through much of Europe during the age of American colonization also led to
changes in European society. The economic revolution spurred the growth of towns
and the rise of a class of merchants who controlled great wealth.

The changes in European society, however, only went so far. While towns and cities
grew in size, much of Europe’s population continued to live in rural areas. And
although merchants and traders enjoyed social mobility, the majority of Europeans
remained poor. More than anything else, the economic revolution increased the wealth
of European nations. In addition, mercantilism contributed to the creation of a national
identity. Also, as Chapter 21 will describe, the new economic practices helped expand
the power of European monarchs, who became powerful rulers.
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The Atlantic World

• Beginning around 1500, the Spanish  
 and Portuguese colonize Central  
 and South America and establish  
 prosperous overseas empires.

• Throughout the 1600s and 1700s,  
 the English, French, and Dutch battle  
 for control of North America, with  
 the English emerging victorious.

• Between 1521 and 1533, the once  
 mighty Aztec and Incan empires   
 fall to the invading Spanish. 

• Throughout the Americas, the  
 native population is devastated by  
 European conquests and diseases.

Europeans

Global 
Interaction

Africans

Native Americans • Beginning around 1500, millions  
 of Africans are taken from their  
 homeland and forced to labor as  
 slaves in the Americas.

• Africans eventually become an  
 important part of the Americas, as  
 they populate the various regions  
 and share aspects of their culture.

576 Chapter 20

TERMS & NAMES
For each term or name below, briefly explain its connection to
the Atlantic world from 1492 to 1800.

1. conquistador 5. Atlantic slave trade

2. encomienda 6. triangular trade

3. Jamestown 7. Columbian Exchange

4. French and Indian War 8. mercantilism

MAIN IDEAS
Spain Builds an American Empire Section 1 
(pages 553–560)

9. Why did Columbus set sail westward?

10. What were three goals of the Spanish in the Americas?

11. Why did Popé lead a rebellion against the Spanish?

European Nations Settle North America Section 2
(pages 561–565)

12. What did the Europeans mostly grow in their Caribbean
colonies? 

13. What was the result of the French and Indian War?

The Atlantic Slave Trade Section 3 (pages 566–570)

14. What factors led European colonists to use Africans to
resupply their labor force?

15. What were the conditions on board a slave ship?

16. What were several ways in which enslaved Africans
resisted their treatment in the Americas?

The Columbian Exchange and Global Trade Section 4
(pages 571–575)

17. Why was the introduction of corn and potatoes to Europe
and Asia so significant?

18. What was the economic policy of mercantilism?

CRITICAL THINKING
1. USING YOUR NOTES

Use the chart to
identify which nation
sponsored each
explorer and the
regions he explored.

2. DRAWING CONCLUSIONS 
What factors helped the Europeans conquer

the Americas? Which was the most important? Why?

3. RECOGNIZING EFFECTS
Explain the statement, “Columbus’s voyage

began a process that changed the world forever.” Consider all
the peoples and places American colonization affected
economically.

4. COMPARING AND CONTRASTING 
What might have been some of the

differences in the Europeans’ and Native Americans’ views of
colonization?

5. SYNTHESIZING
How did enslaved Africans help create the societies in the
New World?

CULTURAL INTERACTION

ECONOMICS

EMPIRE BUILDING

Chapter20 Assessment

Explorer

Cabral

Magellan

Cartier

Nation Regions
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Use the quotation and your knowledge of world history to
answer questions 1 and 2.
Additional Test Practice, pp. S1–S33

Where there is a vacant place, there is liberty for . . .
[Christians] to come and inhabit, though they neither buy it
nor ask their leaves. . . . Indeed, no nation is to drive out
another without special commission from Heaven . . .
unless the natives do unjustly wrong them, and will not
recompense the wrongs done in a peaceable fort [way].
And then they may right themselves by lawful war and
subdue the country unto themselves.

JOHN COTTON, from “God’s Promise to His Plantation”

1. What do you think Native Americans might have said about
Cotton’s statement that America was a “vacant place”?

A. agreed that the continent was largely empty

B. discussed development plans with him

C. pointed out that they inhabited the land

D. offered to sell the land to him

2. How might the last part of Cotton’s statement have helped
the Puritans justify taking land from the Native Americans?

A. Puritans could claim natives had wronged them.

B. Natives could claim Puritans had wronged them.

C. Puritans believed war was wrong in all circumstances.

D. Native Americans were willing to negotiate their grievances.

Use the Aztec drawing below and your knowledge of world
history to answer question 3.

3. How does the artist depict the clash of Aztec and Spanish
cultures?

A. meeting to negotiate peace

B. meeting as warriors

C. engaging in a sports competition

D. meeting as friends

1. Interact with History
On page 552 you examined the choices some Native
Americans faced during the invasion by Spanish conquistadors.
Now that you have read the chapter, rethink the choice you
made. If you chose to side with the Spaniards, would you now
change your mind? Why? If you decided to fight with the Aztecs,
what are your feelings now? Discuss your thoughts and opinions
with a small group.

2. WRITING ABOUT HISTORY

An English colony would have looked strange and different to a
Native American of the time. Write a paragraph describing an
English colony of the 17th century. In your paragraph, provide
details about the following:

• clothes

• food

• shelter

• weapons

ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT

Participating in a WebQuest
Introduction The Columbian Exchange marked the
beginning of worldwide trade. Imagine that you are an
exporter of a product and want to know how tariffs will
affect your sales in various countries.

Task Collect and organize data about a particular
product, including how much of the product various
countries import and the tariff each country imposes.

Process and Resources With a team of four other
students, use the Internet to research your product.
Internet keyword: customs tariffs various countries.
Identify at least five countries that import the product.
Organize your findings in a spreadsheet. 

Evaluation and Conclusion How did this project
contribute to your understanding of global trade? How 
do you think tariffs will affect demand for your product in
each country?

TEST PRACTICE Go to classzone.com

• Diagnostic tests • Strategies

• Tutorials • Additional practice



Monarchy in the Incan Empire, 1438–1535

The Incan monarchy was different from European 
monarchies. In the Incan Empire, all people worked for 
the state, either as farmers, or artisans making cloth, for 
example. Men also served as road builders, as messengers, 
or as soldiers. The state provided clothing, food, and  
any necessities in short supply. Every year, the amount  
of land every family had was reviewed to make sure it 
could produce enough food to live on.

Title of 
Ruler

Ruling 
Structure

Basis of 
Authority

Distinctive 
Feature of 
Government

Incan Empire Italian City-States Tokugawa Japan Ottoman Empire

SKILLBUILDER: Interpreting Charts
Drawing Conclusions How did the rulers of most of these governments keep themselves in power?

• Inca • varied by city: some had 
title of nobility, others of 
an elected position

• Shogun; emperor was  
a figurehead only

• Sultan

• monarchical • oligarchic • militaristic • bureaucratic

• ruler believed to be 
descendant of the  
Sun god

• inheritance or social 
status supported by 
financial influence

• absolute loyalty and 
devoted service of 
samurai to their daimyo

• military power

• Officials reported from  
the village level up to  
the king.

• Members of an ethnic 
group, or mitimas, were 
moved from their  
homes to other areas  
to increase agricultural 
output or put down 
rebellions.

• Children of Inca, local 
officials, and some  
others were taken to  
Cuzco for training.

• Power was in the  
hands of the ruling  
family or of a few  
wealthy families of 
bankers and merchants.

• Many cities had 
constitutions and  
elected assemblies  
with little power.

• Daimyo were the  
shogun’s vassals and  
local administrators.

• Shogun controlled 
daimyo’s marriage 
alliances and the  
number of samurai  
each had.

• To ensure cooperation,  
daimyo’s families were 
held hostage at court  
while daimyos adminis-
tered their home regions.

• Sultan owned every- 
thing of value (such as  
land and labor); his  
bureaucracy was in  
charge of managing  
and protecting it.

• Members of the 
bureaucracy derived  
status from the sultan  
but were his slaves  
along with their families.

• Heads of millets  
governed locally.

Key Characteristics

578 Unit 4 Comparing & Contrasting

Four Governments
In Unit 4, you studied how cultures around the world organized and governed
themselves. The next six pages focus on four of those governments—the Incan
Empire, Italian city-states, Tokugawa Japan, and the Ottoman Empire. How they
functioned and the physical symbols they used to communicate their power are
important themes. The chart below identifies some key characteristics of the four
different governments, and the map locates them in time and place. Take notes
on the similarities and differences  between the four governments.



Oligarchy in the Italian City-States, 1000–1870

Oligarchy is government by a small group of people. In 
Venice, citizens elected a great council, but real power 
was held by the senate, which made all decisions. Only 
members of 125 to 150 wealthy and cultured families 
were eligible for membership.

Militarism in Tokugawa Japan, 1603–1867

A militaristic government is run by the military. All those in 
power under the Tokugawa shoguns were samurai. As the 
samurais’ work became more administrative than military, 
the Tokugawa rulers encouraged cultural pursuits such as 
poetry, calligraphy, and the tea ceremony to keep warlike 
tendencies in check.

Bureaucracy in the Ottoman Empire, 1451–1922

A bureaucratic government is organized into departments 
and offices staffed by workers who perform limited tasks. 
Because of the size of the empire, the Ottoman 
bureaucracy required tens of thousands of civil servants. 
The empire also supported and encouraged the arts.

1. In what ways did the Incan
government resemble the Ottoman
bureaucracy?

2. What similarities and differences
were there in the way the sultans
and shoguns controlled government
officials?

3. What characteristic did the ruling
class of the Italian city-states and
Tokugawa Japan have in common?
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